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Communication between normal people and deaf people is the most difcult part of daily life worldwide. It is difcult for a normal
person to understand a word from the deaf one in their daily routine. So, to communicate with deaf people, diferent countries
developed diferent sign languages to make communication easy. In Pakistan, for deaf people, the government developed Urdu
Sign Language to communicate with deaf people. Physical trainers and experts are difcult to provide everywhere in society, so we
need such a computer/mobile-based system to convert the deaf sign symbol into voice and written alphabet that the normal
person can easily get the intentions of the deaf one. In this paper, we provided an image processing and deep learning-basedmodel
for Urdu Sign Language. Te proposed model is implemented in Python 3 and uses diferent image processing and machine
techniques to capture the video and transform the symbols into voice and Urdu writing. First, we get a video from the deaf person,
and then the model crops the frames into pictures.Ten, the individual picture is recognized for the sign symbol such as if the deaf
showed a symbol for one, then the model recognizes it and shows the letter which he/she wants to tell. Image processing
techniques such as OpenCV are used for image recognition and classifcation while TensorFlow and linear regression are used for
training the model to behave intelligently in the future.Te results show that the proposed model increased accuracy from 80% to
97% and 100% accordingly. Te accuracy of the previously available work was 80% when we implemented the algorithms, while
with the proposed algorithm, when we used linear regression, we achieved the highest accuracy. Similarly, when we used the
TensorFlow deep learning algorithm, we achieved 97% accuracy which was less than that of the linear regression model.

1. Introduction

Because many people are born with impairments, none of us
are fawless. We cannot ignore them in society due to
a variety of issues. Even the government has a quota set aside

for disabled people. Researchers are attempting to develop
digital solutions to overcome limitations associated with
special personas and enable them to participate in func-
tioning societies [1]. Everything in our world is fawed, and
idealism has no place in it, as many scientifc data and
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statistics demonstrate. Similarly, man is neither perfect nor
ideal, and some people are born diferently than others.
Since then, they have been dubbed “handicapped.” Tey are
diverse, yet they each have their own set of needs. Deafness
afects an estimated 72 million individuals globally [2],
including roughly 10 million people in Pakistan. Tere are
diferent communication styles of deaf people all around the
world. Visual communication was used to convey in-
formation since the dawn of time. In general, several new
sorts of trademarks, languages, and sign language are being
adopted all over the world. Without the need for paper or
pencil, the deaf community and the community at large may
communicate efciently using a variety of sign languages.
Diferent nations, such as the United States, have their own
sign languages, such as American Sign Language, British
Sign Language, Spanish Sign Language, and probably sign
languages across the world. Tere are still more sign lan-
guages than winks, and numerous varieties of American Sign
Language (ASL) are exploited in communication. Tere are
around 60 sign languages that are acknowledged and
practiced [3]. ASL is a comprehensive and complicated
language, according to the National Institute on Deafness
and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD). Hand
gestures, as well as face expressions and muscular move-
ments, are all examples of this. Tis is not simply a hand
gesture translation in English; it can also handle grammar
and pronunciation rules, as well as diferent races and di-
alects. Furthermore, there are several reports in various
languages, including Chinese, American, and Indian,
showing that a signifcant amount of work has been put into
the worldwide sign language identifcation system. Local and
regional languages and cultures play an essential role in the
evolution of sign language, as they do in the evolution of any
spoken language, regardless of origin. Many experts, on the
other hand, have questioned why there is no common sign
language for signatories [4]. It is identical to wondering why
there is not a widely recognized language spoken across the
world. Pakistani Sign Language has been used by deaf people
in Pakistan to communicate among each other (PSL). It
follows linguistic norms, just like all other sign languages,
and it contains syntax, letters and words, gestures, and
complicated sentences, just like spoken Urdu. It also has its
own set of symbols and a constantly changing grammar,
much like every other sign language system on the planet [5].
Due to its growth throughout time, PSL has evolved into
a comprehensive language. Urdu is the ofcial language of
Pakistan and is spoken by many people across South Asia. In
Urdu, the most widely used writing systems are Nastaliq and
Naskh. Nastaliq style is commonly utilized in ancient Urdu
literature and journalism. Persian, Pashto, Punjabi, Balochi,
and Seraiki are among the ethnic languages that employ the
Nastaliq writing style. Urdu belongs to the Indo-European
language family. Since its inception, the Indo-European
Urdu language has had its origins in India. In the Indian
subcontinent, it is now one of the most frequently spoken
languages. Urdu is one of India’s 23 ofcial languages and
one of Pakistan’s two languages [6]. In addition, Dubai
boasts a sizable Urdu-speaking community. It is spoken by
the majority of the world’s inhabitants. Tis is a written

version of Urdu that is based on the Arabic script and is
developed from the Persian script. Urdu is written from
right to left, much like Arabic. Sign languages have formed
the backbone of distinct deaf cultures as a practical way of
communication for deaf people all over the world. Other
symptoms are used by listeners who are unable to com-
municate vocally owing to a disability or impairment, such
as augmented and alternative communication, or whose
family members are deaf, such as children of deaf adults.
Trough picture-to-speech technology, those who are deaf
or hard of hearing, as well as blind people, can beneft from
this efort. For the blind, having a computer recognize
a character in an image and translate it to a sound can be
lifesaving. Urdu, unlike Arabic and Persian, has a larger
number of separate letters. Urdu’s script is more compli-
cated than Arabic or Persian. Te Sind Welfare Association
of the Deaf presented the fundamental structure of the Urdu
alphabet for deaf people as shown in Figure 1. Similarly, in
Figure 2, the SindhWelfare Association of the Deaf provided
the basic structure of number system for deaf people and
implemented it in most of the schools. In Figure 3, the
association provided structure for the deaf people about
English alphabets using two hands while in Figure 4, the
association presented English alphabets of sign language
using single hand. In this case, gesture recognition has
shown to be useful, helping deaf patients to interact with us
more efectively and efciently. Identifcation of the sign has
taken a long time and efort all over the world. In the case of
Urdu Sign Language, however, no such work has been
undertaken. Around 0.2 million Pakistanis who are deaf or
hard of hearing lack access to assistive and rehabilitative
technologies. Gestures can be divided into two categories.
Static gestures are those in which the hand, body, and face do
not move. Signals that do not alter are known as static
signals [7].

Te perceivable gesture happens within a set duration
that the performer physically orchestrates during static
motions. Te fnger and hand positions are recognized and
examined one after the other [8]. Other sign languages, such
as British Sign Language (BSL), American Sign Language
(ASL), Arabic Sign Language (ArSL), and Spanish Sign
Language (SSL), are used in diferent regions of the globe [9].
Each of these sign languages evolves on its own. In general,
gestures in sign language consist of theoretical fctional hand
motions, such as the thumb, which is frequently employed
for the word “OK,” or the principles of the specifc sign
language. Spell each word one at a time.

To recognize gestures or hand movements, two basic
methods are employed [10]. Tere are two methods: one is
based on computer vision, which uses an image evaluation
technique to translate images of the singer into text, and the
other is based on machine learning.

Wearing sensor-equipped gloves [11] is the third ap-
proach. Te present status of sign language recognition
(SLR) is over 30 years behind the voice recognition tech-
nology due to a variety of causes. Te capture and detection
of two-dimensional video data is far more complicated than
the analysis of linear audio signals, which is one of the key
reasons for this. Sindh Welfare Association of the Deaf
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provided standard alphabets for disabled people, which will
be followed as a standard for Urdu speakers. In Figure 3, the
association used the two-hand system for deaf people to
communicate with other people without any misguidance or
hesitation. Tey provided advance sign language for com-
munication of English words such as if deaf want to speak
“MAN,” then he will provide the sign of M then sign for A
and then sign for N. So, in this way, the deaf person can share
his thoughts with healthy people. All such sign languages
need computer-based systems to recognize such signs and

then abbreviate/speak the correct words on behalf of the deaf
ones. In Figure 4, the welfare association provided standard
single hand English alphabets for deaf people. Instead of
using double hand English alphabets, if any deaf person does
not have one hand and he wants to communicate on single
hand, then there is standard system for such disabled person
to communicate with other healthy persons. Furthermore,
oral communication’s lexical and grammatical features are
yet to be completely investigated, and no ordinary terms are
accessible. Furthermore, there is no standard defnition for

Figure 1: Urdu alphabets for deaf persons (Sindh Welfare Association of the Deaf).
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such indicators. In the early 1990s, research on the cate-
gorization and identifcation of sign language achieved
a pinnacle. Techniques for collecting data are critical for
identifying key aspects of various SLR studies [12]. Much
research has looked towards data gloves or cyber gloves to
extract the features of mechanical and nonmechanical

components of signals due to the heavy dependence on
sensor-based SLR systems. Unfortunately, using such sen-
sors is inconvenient and restricted to the signer. Further-
more, because of the high cost of sensors, sensor-based SLR
systems are not viable to deploy. Te weight and capacity to
manage variations under changing illumination and barriers

Figure 2: Number system for deaf persons (Sindh Welfare Association of the Deaf).
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in the crowd, dynamic anomalies, and feature extraction
phase of vision-based SLR systems, on the other hand, has
tremendously afected researchers. To categorize the main
characteristics of the various SLR jobs, population sampling
approaches are critical. Many studies have employed elec-
tronic gloves or cyber gloves to collect data on the me-
chanical and nonmechanical components of symptoms due

to the substantial dependence on sensor-based SLR systems.
Te usage of these sensors, on the other hand, is cumber-
some and severely limiting for the signatory [13]. Fur-
thermore, practical implementations of sensor-based SLR
systems are problematic because of the high cost of sensors.
On the other hand, because of their weight and throng,
dynamic heterogeneous environment, and capacity to

Figure 3: English alphabets for deaf persons (Sindh Welfare Association of the Deaf).
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control changes in distribution phase under varying illu-
mination and limitations, visionary SLR systems have
wowed researchers [14]. Te SLR solution’s standard
feature automatically enables signer-dependent actions,
which means that all signers are educated before working
with the patient. Signer independence, also known as
cross-signer verifcation, entails the normalizing of fea-
tures to eliminate confrmer interactivity. Te line

between certain signatures and the camera is rarely evi-
dent, as is the currency of signature and magnifcation
[15]. SLR’s early phases were likened to speech recogni-
tion in that they concentrated on symptoms. Although
several SLR approaches for identifying continuous
phrases have been established, the recognition accuracy
for short dictionaries employing epithelial movement
between the symbols is barely 90%. Researchers are now

Figure 4: Single-hand English alphabets for deaf persons (Sindh Welfare Association of the Deaf).
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working on developing an image-based system that can
receive live stream photos and tell or write the sign
language alphabets used by the deaf.

1.1. Contributions

(i) In this paper, we proposed an image-based sign
language classifcation and recognition model to
capture the image of the sign of the deaf person and
recognize it and then tell the number in written and
voice as well.

(ii) Te proposed model is loaded into the system, and
then the confguration is loaded or set with pa-
rameters like max number of hands and confdence
level. Te fle with an index of names is loaded to
show the human understandable output on screen.
Open Computer Vision comes now and gets images
from fles or cameras (live feed). Ten, the frame is
prepared for detection and recognition.

(iii) We used Python 3 language for programming,
Open Computer Vision, TensorFlow, and Keras for
detection of images, and Open Computer Vision,
TensorFlow, Keras, Pandas, and sklearn for module
training.

(iv) Te proposed model accurately detects and recog-
nizes the sing language Urdu alphabets.

Te following is a breakdown of the paper’s structure.
Section 2 is devoted to a review of the literature.Te problem
is outlined in Section 3. Te proposed solution is shown in
Section 4. Te simulation and methodology are provided in
Section 5, and results are covered in Section 6. Te paper’s
discussion and conclusion are included in Section 7.

2. Literature Review

Te disabled persons or special persons such as deaf people
cannot communicate with normal person efciently.
Terefore, sign language can help people with disabilities to
communicate. In sign language, several sorts of motions
with various shapes are utilized [16]. Similarly, sign lan-
guages vary by geography, and there are currently 138
recognized sign languages. Te British-American Sign
Language is based on English, while Chinese and Indian Sign
Languages are also growing in popularity. Because sign
language is focused on forms and concepts while spoken and
written languages are based on words and grammar, sign
language grammar is mostly based on written and spoken
language grammar. As a result, the two languages have
diferent grammatical structures. Information technology
has had a signifcant impact on human life. To assist hu-
manity in solving various challenges, many technologies,
techniques, and instruments have been invented [17]. In-
formation technology has been utilized to overcome the
communication gap between deaf and hearing people. Te
idea behind these IT-based technologies is to help deaf
individuals interact more efectively with persons who have
impairments and vice versa. IT-based technologies like these
might be useful in overcoming this communication divide.

Many developed countires solved the issue of mis-
communication of deaf with normal people by using in-
formation technology (IT). By using IT, most of the issues of
miscommunication are solved efciently in this modern era
[18]. In Pakistan, there is no such software or other IT
technologies to solve the Urdu communication among deaf
and normal people. As a result, we require such a computer-
based system to communicate with deaf people and to
decrease human involvement during the deaf people’s un-
derstanding of everyday life activities. Using popular liter-
ature, reduce and recommend communication gaps for
Pakistan’s deaf population and fnd essential processes for
building an architectural framework based on information
technology programmed that can also help bridge the gap
between the deaf and the country’s public [19]. Mobile
phone computing, gesture-based environments, and cloud
technologies are all part of modern technology. Artifcal
Intelligence technologies such as Leap Motion Kinect,
Google Glass, and Leap Motion Controller are using to
capture the gesture of hands and other disabled parts of
human body [20]. As previously said, technological ad-
vancements may be leveraged to help deaf individuals.
Communication is a huge issue for deaf children since they
are unable to interact with society because they are unable to
speak normally. Te learning environment for deaf students
at educational institutions is not necessarily the same as for
hearing students. As a result, sign language is one of themost
efective ways for deaf individuals to communicate. Signa-
ture conversations cannot be understood by an expert or
colleagues using a gesture-based interface, which causes
communication challenges between the deaf and the public
[21]. Communication among deaf and normal people is the
ultimate goal of the modern research. Sensors, gadgets, and
image-based methods are all utilized. HCI, robotics, game-
based learning, and login software recognition system have
all received more attention in recent research. Programs and
systems for language recognition are employed. Te PC
vision community uses a variety of procedures and algo-
rithms [22]. Eforts are already been made by the researchers
in the feld of communication among deaf and normal
people. So, most of the best algorithms/software are the
results of such research studies in the feld of gesture rec-
ognition and communication for disabled people [19]. Te
game encourages users to engage with a virtual environment,
allowing them to learn sign language in a novel and en-
joyable way. It is regarded as a language of Portuguese Sign
Language [23] to use sign language signals to consolidate
similar aims and purposes. ISL translation system and In-
dian Sign Language (ISL) translation device for learning sign
language pictures or continuous video images (of the public)
are captured using a microphone or USB camera and can be
interpreted by an application. It is envisaged that the ob-
tained expressions will be translated, scaled, and dissemi-
nated. Image capture, identifcation of the binary type of
hand, and fnding shape and function are variables in the
approach and interpretation processes. Te message is
displayed and sent to the recipient in the built-in form by the
GUI program. It compels normal individuals to converse
freely with deaf people [24]. With the use of image-based
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approaches, the spoken prefxes are transformed to sign
languages utilizing a computer-based system. With diferent
degrees of success, this translation project has an exceptional
employment ofer. In [25], the authors presented sign lan-
guages of diferent countries such United States, Greece,
South Africa, Arabic countries, Spain, Italy, Japan, Neth-
erland, and United Kingdom. When it comes to people who
cannot hear properly, sign language (LS) is a valuable re-
source. East Optical motion bidding is another name for the
approach. Tis strategy is used by those who do not com-
prehend adequately. Language serves as the primary means
of communication. Every country has its own set of signs.
China, the United States, India, and Pakistan, for example,
all have their own sign languages. Indian Sign Language and
Pakistani Sign Language are two diferent sign languages.
Many developing countries hold seminars on the subject. To
close the gap, they organize a variety of project activities,
including information technology. For those who are deaf
and people who are not deaf, several surveys have been
undertaken throughout Central and South Asia. Nonethe-
less, this approach is being investigated in Pakistan because
there is no systematic information on it. In [18], the authors
proposed grammar, content, and delivery tools used in
Pakistan for disabled people communication as the main
communication of deaf take place on the basis of language
structure. However, the primary point has been made thus
far. Te goal of this study is to talk about the difculties that
need to be addressed to close the gap between the general
and deaf communities. Tey provide several suggestions for
constructing a bridge. Sign language follows a distinct set of
norms than spoken and written languages. Sign language is
a kind of communication that is used to communicate. It is
built on forms, and written language is built on certain
fundamental word construction and grammatical rules [26].
Information technology has a signifcant infuence on our
lives; individuals create many of the items we use. In India,
exceptional labor has been done to pave the path for ex-
traordinary individuals. Te most signifcant challenge they
encounter is their inability to communicate with others.
People have taken up the role of virtual or efective language
[27]. Pakistani academics are also focused on developing
diferent assistive technologies for persons with impair-
ments, such as a sensory glove and transliteration of
American Sign Language [19]. Te above automated device,
dubbed “talking hand,” was built to promote communica-
tion between the public and those who were impacted. Te
author employed artifcial neural networks to receive sen-
sory information utilizing gloves in the suggested method.
Te technique was utilized for 24 letters of the English al-
phabet and two punctuation marks by the author. As a re-
sult, deaf people who use the software can use it to
communicate [28]. Te authors did a similar study on the
connection between deaf and handicapped individuals in
[29], with the gloves equipped with sensors that detect
spoken messages via fnger movement. Tis is a handy
program that converts the alphabet to text and speech [30].
Te authors employed a two-based jump motion device
technique to create letters in Pakistani Sign Language. Te
“communication module” is a module that trains one system

for translation while the other gathers information using
a jump motion device. Te authors of [31] developed
a gadget that translates physical signals to digital data and
issues the necessary instructions for deaf people. Te gadget
uses symbols to transmit data to the computer alliance. Tis
is a visual art that has been utilized in Pakistan before, such
as a glove for deaf people. In Pakistan, there is a lot of efort
being done for deaf persons who desire to communicate with
regular people. Te authors of [32] created a tool called an
Ambiguous Classifer. Gloves are used to identify fngers,
and this instrument indicates the deaf person’s symptoms or
the color of the operation.Tis approach has a 95% accuracy
rate. Many academics are attempting to bridge the gap
between deaf and hearing persons, and the authors of [18]
developed a machine learning-based model that might serve
as a foundation for comprehending signal-based commu-
nication. As a result, the authors presented a model for deaf
individuals in Pakistan that assists them in translating
English or Urdu texts or speaking in Pakistani Sign Lan-
guage [18]. Te authors proposed a study in [10] with the
goal of producing a tool to assist persons with impairments
as well as building a program to allow deaf people to conduct
normal discussions with other deaf people. Enter sign
language as text and make sure the other person can
comprehend it. Te authors of [33] used the GoogLeNet
pretrained architecture on the ILSVRC dataset, which is
based on convolutional neural networks and uses ASL
datasets from Macy’s Store. Te University of Surrey
employed transfer learning for this purpose. Tey created
a solid model that identifes the letters and works well with
newcomers. Fully generalizable translators may be created
for any ASL publications. Deep sensor technology is fast
gaining popularity, as are other instruments used in this
process, which have shown to be successful, such as colorful
advertisements like custom-designed gloves. Its purpose is
to make the identifying process easier and more efcient.
According to [34], certain signal units are simple to classify
and identify. To date, automatic gesture language recog-
nition systems have not been able to make use of today’s
deep detection technologies. Previously, only single camera
technology was employed. Tere are simply pixels in basic
picture datasets with no depth or contour information,
although classifying images of ASL letter movements using
CNN have had some success [33] but utilizing GoogLeNet
architects who are already trained [35], a repeated deep
structure has been suggested. Continuous sign language
recognition uses a convolutional neural network. We have
devised a step-by-step solution. How to educate our deep
neural network’s structure is the focus. Convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) have made signifcant progress in signaling [36]
and sign recognition [37]. In sign recognition, dynamic
mundane dependency learning yielded signifcant
results [38].

Te authors used image processing and machine
learning techniques to produce a detailed literature evalu-
ation on Urdu Sign Language in [39]. Based on [40, 41] and
the preceding literature assessment, the following difculties
in the feld of Urdu Sign Language remain to be addressed:
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(i) Image processing and deep learning-based com-
puterized system is required for deaf people to
communicate with the normal people in the society.

(ii) We have a shortage of people who are expert in
Urdu Sign Language and who can take part as the
middle entity between deaf and normal persons.

(iii) To remove the physical expert and perform that
work by computer or any other electronic device, we
need an efcient intelligent system to understand
and communicate with deaf people for the better-
ment of the human society.

3. Problem Formulation and Gap Analysis

As in the literature review such as [39], the authors presented
that there is no such computer-based system for Urdu sign
langauge that could make possible the communication be-
tween deaf and normal person. So, in this research, we
intend to work on such computer-based system that could
help the deaf ones' communication normal ones. In Paki-
stan, the Urdu sign langauge is used by deaf people, but the
normal people did not understand their communication, as
sign langauge is not studied by everyone. So, we intend to
propose such system that pick the sign of the deaf one and
sound the word in voice by the computer to understand by
the normal one.

4. Proposed Solution

In front of the camera, the deaf person shows the symbol he/
she wants to communicate, and then the camera captures the
picture of the symbol and sends it to another machine where
image processing technique is used to classify and recognize
the image. After recognition, the deep learning technique is
used to train the model for future correspondence and send
it to the main CPU for preprocessing.

In this section of the paper, we provide a detailed ex-
planation of the proposed model with the help of fowcharts
and diagrams.

In Figure 5, the proposed model is provided. As shown in
the fgure, the proposed model is based on Python 3, image
processing model “Open Computer Vision,” and deep
learning models such as “linear regression” and “TensorFlow”
using convolutional neural network. After preprocessing, the
image is shown with the desired value that the deaf person
wants to communicate. Te following entities are used in
developing the proposed model as shown in Figure 5.

4.1. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). We used con-
volutional neural network in the proposed model. A con-
volutional neural network is a feed-forward neural network
that processes input in a grid-like structure and is commonly
used to evaluate visual pictures. ConvNet is another name
for it. To recognize and categorize items in a picture,
a convolutional neural network is employed. Multiple layers
of artifcial neurons make up convolutional neural networks.
Artifcial neurons are mathematical functions that calculate
the weighted sum of various inputs and output an activation

value, like their biological counterparts. Each layer of
a ConvNet creates numerous activation maps when you
input a picture into it. Te important aspects of the picture
are highlighted using activation maps. Each neuron takes
a patch of pixels as input, multiplies their color values by
their weights, adds them all together, and then runs them
through the activation function. Basic characteristics such as
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal edges are often detected by
the CNN’s frst (or bottom) layer.

Te frst layer’s output is sent into the second layer, which
extracts more complicated characteristics like corners and
edge combinations. Each neuron’s action is determined by its
weight. When given pixel data, CNN’s artifcial neurons pick
out numerous visual features. Basic characteristics such as
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal edges are generally detected
by the CNN’s frst (or bottom) layer.Te frst layer’s output is
sent into the next layer, which extracts more complicated
characteristics like corners and edge combinations. Te layers
recognize higher-level characteristics such as objects, faces,
and more as you progress further into the convolutional
neural network. Te CNN model is shown in Figure 6. Te
following hidden layers are used by the CNN architecture to
classify and recognize the images or text.

4.1.1. Convolution Layer. Tis is the initial stage in obtaining
useful information from a photograph. Te convolution
action is performed by many flters in a convolution layer.
Every image is seen as a pixel value matrix. Also, we get the
image we wanted as a result.

4.1.2. ReLU Layer. Te rectifed linear unit is abbreviated as
ReLU. After the feature maps have been extracted, they must
be moved to a ReLU layer. ReLU conducts an element-by-
element procedure, setting all negative pixels to zero. It
causes the network to become nonlinear, and the result is
a corrected feature map.

4.1.3. Pooling Layer. Pooling is a downsampling process that
decreases the feature map’s dimensionality. To create
a pooled feature map, the corrected feature map is now sent
via a pooling layer. Te pooling layer employs a variety of
flters to recognize various aspects of the picture, including
edges, corners, the body, feathers, eyes, and the beak.

4.1.4. Fully Connected Layer. Feed-forward neural networks
are what the fully connected layer is all about. Fully connected
levels are the network’s fnal layers. Te output from the fnal
pooling or convolutional layer, which is fattened and then fed
into the fully connected layer, is the input to the fully connected
layer. We used ResNet model of the CNN methodology.

4.2. ResNet. Residual neural network (ResNet) by Kaiming
et al. introduced a novel architecture with “skip connec-
tions” and features heavy batch normalization. Such skip
connections are also known as gated units or gated recurrent
units and have a strong similarity to recent successful
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elements applied in RNNs. Tanks to this technique, they
were able to train a NNwith 152 layers while still having lower
complexity than VGGNet. It achieves a top-5 error rate of
3.57% which beats human-level performance on this dataset.
AlexNet has two parallel CNN lines trained on twoGPUswith

cross-connections, GoogLeNet has inception modules, and
ResNet has residual connections.Te library of CCN which is
called ResNet is used to train the sign language model to
acquire better results. Figure 7 shows the ResNet architecture
for the image extraction and classifcation.

Show Symbol

Camera Deaf Person

Image Processing

Output

Machine Learning (Linear Regression or Tensorflow)

Pre Processing

EK DO

Figure 5: Proposed image processing-based solution.

Pixels of image fed as input

Input Layer

Hidden Layers

Output Layer

CHAR

Figure 6: CNN architecture for the proposed model.
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4.3. Camera. A camera is a visual instrument for capturing
images. Te camera comprises a sealed box (camera body)
with a tiny hole (aperture) that allows light to be captured
onto a light-sensitive surface at its most basic level (usually
photographic flm or a digital sensor). To regulate how light
falls on a light-sensitive surface, cameras use a variety of
methods. Te camera’s lenses concentrate the light that
enters it. Te aperture can be made smaller or larger. Te
length of time a light-sensitive surface is exposed to light is
determined by a shutter mechanism. In the art of photog-
raphy, the steel image camera is an essential tool. Photo-
graphic, digital imaging, and photo printing images can be
recreated afterwards. Film, videography, and cinematogra-
phy are among the creative genres covered by the motion
picture camera.

4.4. Programming Language. Python was the programming
language that we utilized. Python is a popular general-
purpose programming language with a lot of fexibility.
Python is an object-oriented programming language,
making it ideal for quick application development. Python’s
basic syntactic value is easy to comprehend, which reduces
the cost of software security. Modules and packages are
supported by Python, which fosters programmodularity and
code reuse. Python language and large standard library for
all main platforms are accessible in free source code or
binary format.

4.5. Open Computer Vision. As an image processing-based
model, we employed Open Computer Vision. Open Com-
puter Vision is a collection of programming functions for
computer vision that is primarily intended for real-time use.
In a word, it is an image processing library. It is primarily
utilized to perform all image-related operations. More than
2500 complex algorithms are included in the library, in-
cluding a comprehensive range of both traditional and
contemporary machine learning and computer vision
techniques.

4.6. TensorFlow. Te TensorFlow deep learning model was
employed. TensorFlow is a framework for graphing and
analyzing complicated complexities. Multiple rows known

as model tensors are needed to do this. It is a tool for
TensorFlow training. Deep learning-based PSL dataset is
utilized for both research and development at the same time.

Table 1 shows the abbreviations used in the research.

5. Simulation and Methodology

To implement the concept of Urdu Sign Language symbols
by computer, we used Core i5 laptop with Windows 10. We
used 8GB RAM and 256GB SSD card. Urdu Sign Langue’s
diferent symbols were provided as input to the dataset for
training the model. Te authors used Python-based pro-
gramming environment and embedded the image pro-
cessing and deep learning techniques such as OpenCV and
TensorFlow. Te NumPy IDE is used for the programming
setup. NumPy stands for “Numerical Python” and is a Py-
thon module. It was used to calculate numerical values. Two
datasets are used as number system symbols provided by
Sindh welfare association and alphabet symbols used for deaf
people. It has many logarithmic processing operations, in-
cluding diferentiation and integration. Multidimensional
array is used to store the information sign langauge in the
computer memory. Te model is imported into the system,
followed by the setup, which includes parameters such as the
maximum number of hands and the confdence level. To
display the human-readable output on the screen, a fle with
a name index is loaded. Open Computer Vision comes now
and gets images from fles or cameras (live feed). Ten, the
frame is prepared for detection and recognition. Te model
detects and draws the landmarks on that frame. Te pre-
diction model takes these landmarks as input and outputs
the prediction as class id which is then later matched with
the index of name fle. Table 2 is used for simulation setup of
the proposed model, and the parameters are referenced from
[38–40].

Table 2 is used for simulation setup for the evaluation
and implementation of the proposed system. Pro-
gramming language is defned and provided; if anyone
wants to work further in the research area, then he/she
can know about the programming language used in the
research. Other libraries of Python which are used in the
proposed research are provided in Table 2. After com-
pletion of the proposed system, we feed live video to the
model, and images shown in Figure 6 were drawn. As

Feature Extraction Classification

ClassifierResNet-50 Model

Output

Classified image with
Class label

Input image
224×224

CHAR

Figure 7: ResNet architecture.
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shown in Figure 8, the proposed model is evaluated based
on live feed video, and when we showed the Urdu Sign
Language symbols one by one, the proposed model
recognized the symbols and provided them in written
form on real-time basis.

6. Results

Furthermore, we trained the model in diferent simulations
runs, and the following results were obtained as shown in
Figures 9–12.

Table 1: Abbreviation table.

Abbreviation Full form
PSL Pakistan Sign Language
ReLU Rectifed linear unit
CNN Convolutional neural network
ASL American Sign Language
NIDCD National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders
BSL British Sign Language
ArSL Arabic Sign Language
SSL Spanish Sign Language
SLR Sign language recognition
IT Information technology
ISL Indian Sign Language
HCI Human-computer interaction
PSL Portuguese Sign Language
PC Personal computer

Table 2: Simulation setup components.

S. No. Field Component
1 Programming language Python 3
2 Modules for detection Open Computer Vision, TensorFlow, Keras
3 Modules for training Open Computer Vision, TensorFlow, Keras, Pandas, sklearn

SIFAR EK DO

CHAR

PANCH
CHEH

NOU

Figure 8: Live video feed results from the proposed model.
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As shown in Figures 7–10, the proposed model ac-
curately recognized the Urdu Sign Language symbols
form the live video, and hence it can be told that the
proposed model is an efcient model for deaf people to
communicate with normal people. Furthermore, the ac-
curacy of the proposed is evaluated and provided in the
following fgures.

As shown in Figure 13, the proposed model’s accuracy
with linear regression was 100% while using TensorFlow, the

accuracy was 97% as some of the pictures were not recog-
nized correctly.

As compared with the latest work, our proposed model
performs very well as the previous work provided the ac-
curacy up to 80% and we improved the accuracy up to 100%,
and the proposed model can easily convert the Urdu Sign
Language symbols into voice and alphabets. In Figure 14,
RMSE of the proposed model is provided. When the model
initially started its training, the root mean square error was

Figure 9: Result of the proposed model 1.
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Figure 10: Result of the proposed model 2.
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Figure 11: Result of the proposed model 3.

Figure 12: Result of the proposed model 4.
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high, while after some iterations, the error decreased as
shown in Figure 14.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we provided an image processing and deep
learning-based model for Urdu Sign Language. Te pro-
posed model is implemented in Python 3 and used diferent
image processing and machine techniques to capture the
video and transform the symbols into voice and Urdu
writing. First, we get a video from the deaf person, and then
the model crops the frames in pictures. Ten, the individual
picture is recognized for the sign symbol such as if the deaf
showed a symbol for one, then the model recognizes it and
shows the letter which he/she wants to tell. Image processing
technique such as OpenCV is used for image recognition
and classifcation while TensorFlow and linear regression are
used for training the model to behave intelligently in the
future. Te results show that the proposed model increased
accuracy from 80% to 97% and 100% accordingly. Te ac-
curacy of the previously available work was 80% when we
implemented the algorithms, while with the proposed al-
gorithm, when we used linear regression, we achieved the
highest accuracy. Similarly, when we used the TensorFlow
deep learning algorithm, we achieved 97% accuracy which
was less than that of the linear regression model. In future
work, we need to implement and develop a mobile-based
model to help the deaf people in normal societies.
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